
4 This PDF is also a Gameboy exploit that displays
the “Pokémon Plays Twitch” article!

The idea for this polyglot is to embed the con-
tents of the previous article in this fine issue of
PoC‖GTFO in such a way that it shows on when
played as an LSNES movie. So now you can use
your copy of the journal to exploit your hardware
and read “Pokémon Plays Twitch” on your TV. This
way, we hope to start a tradition of articles being
viewable on the hardware of the article!

LSNES supports two kinds of movie files, which
might better be thought of as input recording files.
The older format is ZIP based and formally speci-
fied, while the new one is binary and custom. The
new binary format has no official specs, but start-
ing a PDF with a ZIP signature would now trigger
Adobe’s blacklist—clearly, someone at the company
must have disliked something about one of our pre-
vious releases. So the new, non-ZIP LSMV binary
format is the one that we’ll use.

The buffers for read and write calls for movie
data are straight out of the movie data in memory.
One unintended benefit of the new format is that
it is much easier to write from SIGSEGV or similar
signal handlers. (The memory allocator cannot be
trusted.)

The binary LSMV format is chunk-based. The
“lsmv” magic must be at offset 0; we can’t have
any appended data. So the PDF header and con-
tent must be added in a dummy chunk early in the
LSMV, and the ZIP and PDF footer must be added
at the end of the file, in another dummy chunk (see
included diagram).

A clean version of the LSMV file has been sub-
mitted to TASVideos.24 You can play this polyglot
on a modified LSNES with the hybrid emulation
core using BSNES and Gambatte or, if you have
the required hardware, on the real stuff!
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Be warned that none of these approaches is triv-
ial. We include detailed howtos with the zip con-
tents of this issue.25

24http://tasvideos.org/4947S.html
25unzip -j pocorgtfo10.pdf pokemon_plays_twitch/sgbhowto.pdf
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